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Summary: "It''s easy to wake up and spend a day in New York
and not notice the wonder of it all. The city offers up daily
mysteries and curiosities, yet most of us are so involved in our
own neighborhood-centric routines and work-and-love
intrigues that what goes on outside our immediate purview is a
blur. Which is why God created newspaper feature writers, who
venture out to mine the magic in the seemingly mundane. Two
new collections by reporters for The New York Times, Dan
Barry and Joseph Berger, showcase the poignant and
inspiring, funny and heartbreaking stories of everyday life in
the five boroughs. Both writers grew up in the New York area
and retain affectionate memories dating back more than four
decades. These homegrown boys are on a personal my-kind-
of-town quest as they search for tales to illustrate how the city
and its people are changing. Collections of newspaper clips risk
appearing like retreads from the recycling bin, yet these
volumes hold up. Barry wrote the weekly About New York
column from 2003 to 2006, working in this deadline-driven
format as...
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Unquestionably, this is the greatest job by any author. It really is simplistic but shocks inside the fi y percent in the
book. I am just pleased to inform you that here is the greatest book i actually have go through within my own
existence and could be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Elva  K em m er-- Elva  K em m er

Definitely one of the best book I actually have ever go through. Sure, it can be perform, nonetheless an amazing and
interesting literature. I found out this pdf from my dad and i suggested this book to discover.
-- Ms. Cha nel Str eich-- Ms. Cha nel Str eich
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